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Wolverine sharpening system

Introduction to SharpeningS Since the establishment of ONEWAY, designers have devoted a lot of time to researching and developing products that allow lumber insordives to more easily refine and maintain their tools. Professional turners have two distinct advantages over amateur Turner when it comes to sharpening tools:Professional
turners have a lot more experience in the grinder, so they are more qualified to refine tools. Professional turners have more experience in the Berta, so they're better equipped to handle tools that behave differently. If they don't get exactly the same shape on their tool after they grind it out, they can easily compensate, while the amateur
may have more trouble than their instruments if they don't behave in a predictable way. ONEWAY has a simple four-hearted plan to make your mill work more efficiently and your tools look and behave the way they should. Step 1 - WHEELSSelect wheels with the right context, gravel and structure for your applications. The first secret to
fast and efficient sharpening of a tool is choosing the right wheels. The wheels of ONEWAY were chosen to meet the needs of Turner Wood. Step 2 - Balance your wheels to avoid vibration. Vibration will make poor finishes on your dishes and eventually destroy the bearings and quarters on your grinder. Balanced wheels will last longer,
giving better finishes and easier to use. Tame your wheels with our precision balancing system. ONEWAY has devoted a lot of energy to helping you make your bench grinder run smooth and quiet. Step 3 - DRESSER WHEEL For best results, you must have the ability to dress your wheels with a system capable of removing 0.001 per
pass apparel with good control and consistency. OneWAY's apparel attachment allows the wheels to be outfitted with a supported and adjustable diamond dresser. A precisely dressed wheel will grind cooler, last longer and give better finishes on tools. OneWAY apparel connection is the only one that will fulfill all these low-cost
requirements. A proper diamond dresser will save money and give better performance. Step 4 - Grinding JIGA grinding facility or means to display your tools to roll at the right angle is essential. The ONEWAY Wolverine grinding system will grind woodpeckers, scrapers, skews, carving tools and regular scalpels. This system will achieve
repeating geometry with minimal grinding wheel and wear tools. TIPONEWAY's grinding system creates very little dust using wheel wear. It is our belief, demonstrated by research, that a standard 1/2 to 1 horse bench power or 24-hour grinder with balanced and wearing eight (8) inch aluminum oxide wheels is the fastest and most costeffective way to achieve completely superior innovative edges. Setting up a Vari-Grind jig is easy and straightforest, but some key factors must be addressed before sharpening a bowl woodpecker. When Vari-Grind Jig Setup arrives, it is not ready Use. A properly adjusted base must be created. This base may be portable or fixed to a
work surface. Why, Vary Grind, you could be like me when I started. I thought, do I really need this changing jig system? After all, some top woodturners say you can learn to sharpen the woodpeckers bowl by hand. Look at Glen Lucas doing his mating dance at the grinder, and his woodpecker is perfect after a few magical shifts of his
thighs. How hard can it be, right? Well, I think freehand burnout is possible, but most likely only if you turn every day, all day, for many years, and probably on a professional basis. For all of us mere mortals, oneway Vari-Grind's jig system is the answer to getting a sharp consistent angle of sediation at a time. Vari-Grind sharpening
system is about making the same angle repeating and grinding as quickly as possible with the least waste. It's that simple. What angle your bowl to peck a sloping angle is not as important as some people believe. If you have any questions about which angle should peck your bowl should be, please read my article Bowl Sharpen Sharpen
Angle. This could be really enlightening for you. The right parts let's take a look at what you need to get started before we dig into the Vari-Grind sharpening system setting. I should say from the beginning, I love the products Oneway makes, but the way they market them is not that great. There are many individual parts available, and it
confuses the waters of what to get and why. There may be many parts because of the progress over the years, which is great, but for a beginner, it can be confusing. To clear up the confusion, I recommend getting the Oneway Grinding Jig system. I've provided a link here to The Specific Sharpening System of Levi Vary-Grind,
Shankanen. This system comes with two alignment bases, an adjustable platform, an adjustable V arm connection. You will also need to purchase one Oneway Wolverine Vari-Grind attached. Oneway Wolverine Vari-Grind Attachment Midfielder Oneway Wolverine Vari-Grind Jig is the part that holds the bowl to peck at just the right angle
to quickly repeat a specific grinding angle on your bowl and peck. The reason Oneway sells the separate Vari-Grind attachment is because many people like to use more than one attachment for all angles sharpening a particular bowl. Although the Vari-Grind attachment is adjustable, believe it or not, it becomes clear that after a
dedicated Vari-Grind attachment for a particular bowl grinding angle is more comfortable, it ensures the exact angle at a time. After grinding away precious metal material and struggling to regain the exact same angle, it is easier to leave one fixed Vari-Grind Attachment for each sloping angle to peck a bowl. For now, start with one
Wolverine Vari-Grind connection. You can always add another Oneway Wolverine Vari-Grind Every step later. I have an article that specifically explains how to use Wolverine Var-Grind Jig with illustrated details and check it out. Slow grinding of course, you'll need a grinder for a sharpening station. The Vari-Jig system does not include
the grinder, but is at the heart of the operation. I recommend a slow 20 cm speed grinder. High-speed grinders are unnecessary or recommended and can be dangerous for this type of sharpening. Grinding wheels Despite the once expenditure, I strongly recommend using CBN wheels instead of aluminum oxide grinding wheels. CBN
wheels do not require dressing or balancing and may not break down or produce toxic dust themselves. The two CBN wheels I use are a CBN 80 gravel wheel to design or to create the tool faster and a CBN 180 gravel wheel which is used to apply the final sharp edge to the tool bevel. The second part I recommend getting for your new
tree and station sharpening woodpecker bowl is a set of powerful magnets that can be assembled. We'll talk about it in a minute. Set up the Start grinder by setting up the two-wheeled CBN grinder. Install the wheels and be sure to tighten the outer nuts properly. I found that CBN wheels don't fit so well inside the grinder's protective safety
housing. That's why I chose not to use the safety cover. Using the protective cover or not is a personal preference. You have to decide whether you want to use the cover or not. My rationale for omitting safety coverage is that I feel the chances of a CBN wheel falling apart are almost zero. Please don't do what I do if you're not
comfortable. Do what's right for you. And if you use white aluminum oxide wheels, definitely use the grinder's protective covers. Aluminum oxide wheels have and can always break and break. Be careful when working with these sharpening wheels. Vari-Grind Jig installation two critical dimensions for setting up a Vari-Grind jig; The
distance below the center of the grinder wheel, and the alignment of the front of the base to the wheel. Depending on the height of your grinder, you may need to add a key to raise the grinder to the appropriate height. The mounting surface for the Vari-Grind Jig base should be between 6 1/4 inches and 6 1/2 inches below the center of
the grinder. For my specific installation using the grinder I recommend above, I had to make a spacer that is about 7/8 thick. I used a piece of scrap cabinet plywood to create an elevator to the base of the high-speed grinder. If plywood thickness isn't enough to reach 6 1/4 inches to 6 1/2 inches of space required, try a gimme under the
grinder with multiple washing machines. Vari-Grind Jig Location With spacer below the complete grinder, you have to decide whether you want to assemble the Vari-Grind Jig sharpening system directly on a work surface or make the unit portable. All Vari-Grind running sharpening system should be set at a comfortable working height and
away from any other obstacles. It's important to have enough room to move freely while sharpening your referral tools. I decided to flip my cell phone. So I used another larger piece of plywood to create a foundation. I then smuggled the grinder and spicer to the base base. To keep the whole base secure and prevent it from vibrating and
moving, I attached rubber legs to the bottom of the base. The base units that will receive the V-bracket and the grinding platform should be flush to the front of the grinding wheels. Place the base units in a row with the front of each wheel. Vari-Grind Jig Mounts When the base pad is now complete, connect the two vari-Grind Jig bases
centered directly under the CBN wheel centers. Make sure the front of the base is flush with the front curve of the grinder wheel. Look straight down or use the triangle to confirm that the edges are lined up. There are three screw holes with a cocoon on each base, ready for wooden bolts. I found out I needed a narrow drill extension to get
the screws into the mounting holes. Once the grinder is secured to the base, and the Vari-Grind base tubes are anchored to the base, oneway Wolverine grinding jig is almost ready to use. Vari-Grind Jig The final critical measurement depth gauge will have to occur every time you sharpen your bowl and peck. To maintain consistency,
assemble the bowl in the Oneway Wolverine Vari-Grind attachment in the exact same location each time. The distance the bowl is cut extends from the Vari-Grind file should be exactly 5 cm at a time. A simple depth gauge can be made out of a scrap piece of wood. I say wood because I made one with cedar and soft wood didn't work so
well. With roughly a block of wood, 2 x 3 x 1 1/4, measure exactly five inches from one edge. With a little Forstner drilling a 1-inch hole with the back end on a two-inch line. Make the hole about two-thirds deeper in the block. From the end, drill a hole wider than the diameter of your widest bowl shaft. This hole needs to adjust the bottom
depth of the first hole and be drilled to meet the first hole. Now you have a depth gauge to quickly determine the required 2-inch woodpecker extension from Wolverine's midfield. When you are ready to use Wolverine Vari-Grind Jig to sharpen your specific bowl woodpeckers, read this article to learn about this process. Magnetic
assistance the grinder will produce very thin metal dust. This metal dust, which comes from the turning tools, is much more dangerous than wood dust, and that means something. Please do yourself a favor and always wear adequate breath protection when working at the pointing station. Another simple idea is to install powerful magnets
that can be mounted under the grinder wheels. I recommend Mountable magnets that... Well, I learned something the hard way. Loose magnets will jump and attach to the CBN wheel. Luckily the magnet I had was strong enough to stay connected. Connect the mountable magnet to the wooden base next to the Vari-Grind Jig base with a
wooden screw. To make it easier to clean, wrap another magnet in wax paper and attach it to the installed magnet. The metal dust will stick to the wax paper. When the area is coated with metal dust, you can pull the top, wrap the magnet and open the wax paper over the trash can. The metal dust doesn't stick directly to the magnet this
way. In summary, when performing the base for the Oneway Vari-grind Jig installation the three critical measurements are: • 6 1/4 to 6 1/2 distance between grinder aser and base• Vari-Grind Jig facial base blush and centered with grinding wheel • 2 bowl gouge extension from Wolverine Attachment Attachment
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